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ABSTRACT
Details are given of the measures and reductions for 1438 points on Yerkes lunar photograph No. 482. The catalog

lists the uncorrected photographic coordinates, the refraction-free coordinates, and the standard direction-cosines of 990 points
on the disk. Also given are the uncorrected coordinates and the refraction-free photographic rectangular and polar coordi
nates of 448 points on the bright limb. The disk and limb surveys are incomplete because of plate damage.

1. The Photograph

Yerkes 482 is a photograph with fairly high resolution obtained by E. Moore using the 40-in.
refractor of the Yerkes observatory at 8h12m17s on
18 September 1959. The phase is near full with the
evening terminator through the crater La Perouse.

Despite extensive plate damage, which made it
impossible to measure in a lune-shaped area in the
second lunar quadrant against the northwest limb,
I decided to measure this plate since no better one
at this phase was obtained in the Yerkes photo
graphic program.

Despite the commonly held idea that measures
can be made over the entire disk for a plate near
full, I found that noticeable phase effects made mea
surement either risky or impossible over wide areas
of the plate. Craters near the terminator are easily
seen as such and cause no difficulties. Craters near
the bright limb are seen as spots and are also easy
to bisect. Between these is a relatively wide zone in
which the bright spots are not fully developed, some
times appearing as crescents. I preferred to omit such
points from the measures since it is quite difficult to
estimate the positions of the centers of the rims.

Measures of these points may introduce appreciable
phase effects, and indeed, there are reasons to be
lieve that such effects are present in the selenodetic
triangulations of Franz and others.

The measures on 482 relate to 990 points on the
disk and 448 points on the bright limb. These were
made by Mr. H. Connors. The survey of the disk is
incomplete because of the plate damage, which
also restricts the limb survey to an arc of 119°. The
incompleteness of the limb survey implies that the
limb radius r is not entirely reliable, and indeed for
this photograph, the discrepancy between r and the
theoretical radius 1//a derived from the selenodetic
points is abnormally large.

2. The Measures and Reductions
The measures were made in the same way and

with the same equipment as for previously measured
photographs. The details are given in Comm. LPL
Nos. 60 and 61 and need not be repeated here. How
ever, two innovations were introduced in the mea
sures of 482 which should be noted.

As noted in Comm. No. 61, the eyepiece grati
cules supplied with the comparator were found to
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